
Title:Parallel pimpleFoam calculation 
of channel flow with the mapped inlet 

condition is violated.
• Summary

– This mesh model has two cellZones, one cellZone is 
used to develop the channel flow continuously with 
the set of cyclic boundary conditions, the other 
cellZone is used to calculate an arbitrary flow field 
with the mapped inlet flow condition connected with 
the above channel.

– The single-core calculation of the mesh model 
mentioned above with pimpleFoam is successful, but 
the parallel calculation of the same model is violated.



Description(1)
• Set the pressure gradient to the cellZone of ELEMENTS1 with cyclic boundary conditions in 

order to develop the channel flow as follows,
system/fvOptions

momentumSource
{

type            pressureGradientExplicitSource;
active          on;
selectionMode cellZone;
cellZone ELEMENTS1;

0/p,U
in_cyc

{
type            cyclic;

}
out_cyc

{
type            cyclic;

}



Description(2)
• Set the mapped inlet condition of the other cellZone of ELEMENTS0 as follows,
constant/polyMesh/boundary

MAPPED_INLET
{

type            mappedPatch;
inGroups 1(mappedPatch);
sampleMode nearestCell;
sampleRegion region0;
samplePatch none;
offsetMode uniform;
offset          (-1 0 0);

0/U
MAPPED_INLET

{
type            mapped;
interpolationScheme cell;
setAverage false;
average         (0 0 0);
value           uniform (0 0 0);

}



Description(3)
• The single-core pimpleFoam calculation of the mesh model with two cellZones mentioned 

above is success full, but the parallel pimpleFoam calculation is violated as the following 
figures. 



【Single calculation】
Time = 0.0475

【Single calculation】-> successful
Time = 0.5700 (correctly continued)



【Single calculation】
Time = 0.0475

【Parallel calculation】-> violated
Time = 0.0475 (next step diverged)



Description(4)
• The former figures are the series of the single calculation successfully continued up to 

Time=0.57, but the latter figures are the comparison of the single and parallel calculation at 
the Time=0.0475, when, in the case of parallel calculation, the next some steps will be 
diverged as follows. 



Additional Information(1)
• The following two figures  show each pressure distribution of the two cellZones.



Additional Information(2)
• The parallel calculation of the only cyclic cellZone is successful as follows.


